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Office of State Programs
The Agreement State Managers Workshop

Enforcement

-

The enclosed infermation was discussed at the August 18, 1993
meeting and is provided for your use and information. The index
below lists the enclosed topics for easy reference. If you have
any questions or need additional information concerning the FRC
enforcement program, please contact Ms. Patricia A. Santiago,

l. Assistant Director for Materials, Office of Enforcement at 301 , -'
504-3055.
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8. Press Release
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11. Discrimination
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HIGHLIGHTS'OF NRC ENFORCEMENT PROGRAM

-

Enforcement program seeks to protect public health and safety*

by ensuring compliance and correction of violations, deter-
ring future violations, snd encouraging improvement of
licarsee performance.

* Violations are detected through inspections and investigaf
tions.

Violations are subject to civil e'*orcement action and may be*

subject to criminal prosecution.

* Civil enforcement sanctions include: Notices of Violation,
civi2 penalties, and orders.

Severity level of a violation reflects the significance of the*

violation and ranges from the most significant, Severity
Level I, to the least, Severity Level V.

Civil penalties are normally issued for Severity Level III or*

higher violations.

* The amount of a civil penalty assessed varies with type of
licensed activity, type of licensee, severity level, and
escalation and mitigation factors.

If a civil penalty is proposed, licensen may respond by paying ;
*

or contesting the action. '

* If licenses protests antion, staff considers response, and
either mitigates the penalty or imposes it by order.

i

Licensee must then pay or request an administrative hearing. I*

i
,

Orders may be used to modify, suspend, or revoke a license. j*

i

Orders may also address deliberate wrongdoing by individual |*

employees of licensees, contractors, or others who provide i

goods or services that relate to licensed activities.

* An order to an individual might remove him or her from
licensed activity, require NRC notification of the indivi-
dual's reemployment in licensed activities, or require
notification to prospective employers of the existence of an
order.

NRC may use Demands for Information to obtain information when*

considering enforcement action.

NRC Enfm Manual i;; Rev. 08/13/93
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INTRODUCTION.

-

As the federal agency responsible for regulating the civilian uses
of nuclear materials, the NRC has an extensive program with many
requirements. These requirements are imposed on more "han 100
nuclear power plant licensees and approximately 8000 material!p
licensees. The requirements are stringent and technically.demanding. Inevitably, with such an elaborate regulatory program,
violations of requirements occur, through oversight, negligence,
ignorance, confusion, and, in some instances, willful misconduct.

The Commission has developsd an enforcement program that seeks to
promote and protect the public health and safety by:

Ensuring compliance with the Atomic Energy Act, the
*

Energy Reorganization Act, NRC regulations, and license
conditions;

obtaining prompt correction of violations and adverse*

quality conditions that may affect safety;
Deterring future violations; and*

Encouraging improvement of licensee and vendor perfor-*

mance.

The " General Statement of Policy and Procedures for NRC Enforcement
Actions," (Enforcement Policy) is published as Appendix C to 10 CFR
Part 2 of the Commission's requirements.

NRC Enforcement Manual u Rev 68/13/93
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Dispositioning Noacomeh
Chapter 3

d. A deviation is defined as a licensee's failure to satisfy a
!

written commitment or conform to the provisions of code,
standard, guide, or accepted industry practice when the
commitment, code, standard, guide, or practice involved has
not been made a legally binding requirement by the conmission,but is expected to be implemented. Written cor.aitmentsinclude statements made by the licensee providing information-
on how NRC requirements will be met relative to facility'design, construction, and operation. Examples of ..icensee'

commitments include responses to bulletins, generic latters,
or 10 CFR 50.54(f) requests. Although the failure of a
reactor licensee to meet a commitment in the final safety
analysis report (FSAR) may constitute a deviation, the failure
may also be a violation of 10 CFR 50.59 or a violation of a
technical specification, a general design criteria, or aquality assurance requirement. Refer to Section 8.2.3 foradditional guidance on this subject.

e. A nonconforinance is defined as a vendor's or certificate
holder's f ailure to meet contract requirements related to NRC
activities (e.g., 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B) where the NRC
has not placed requirements directly on the vendor or certi-ficate holder.

3.5 Safety Significance & Severity Level

Once the circumstances surrounding a violation are understood, the
preliminary safety significance of the violation should be assessed
and the commensurate severity level determined. The resultingpreliminary severity level categorization will help to determine
whether the issue should be addressed as non-escalated or escalatedenforcement action or whether it should be addressed under Ienforcement discretion as an NCV.

i

Safety significance, as used in the enforcement program, involvesa.

consideration of three factors: (1) the actual safetyconsequence (e.g., overexposure, offsite release, loss of
safety system), (2) the regulatory significance, and (3) the
potential safety consequence of a violation. In other words,
consideration is given to the matter as a whole in light of
the circumstances surrounding the violation. There may becases where the actual safety consequence of a violation
represents a minor concern but the regulatory significance or
the potential safety consequence represents a significantconcern. For example, the failure of an auxiliary operator to
perform a required surveillance for a piece of equipment may
not result in an actual safety consequence. However, if the
operator's failure represents a repetitive occurrence, the
repetitive nature of the failure could represent a significant, iregulatory concern that could elevate the overall safety

____ __ __ ___ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . 0#
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Disposidoning Noncompliances Chapter 3

.

significance of the violation. Similarly, a violation that
does not result in an actual safety consequence but which had
the potential to impact the public health and safety may
(depending upon the likelihood and the possible consequences
involved) represent a significant safety concern.

b. Severity level, as used in the enforcement program, involves.
consideration of the safety significance of a violation and|.
categc rization at one of five levels. Severity Level I and II
violations are the most aignificant and represent very
significant regulatory concerns for which escalated enforce-
ment action is normally taken. Severity Level III violations
are cause for significant regulatory concern for which
escalated enforcement action is also normally taken. Severity
Level IV violations are less ser ous than Severity Level III
violations, but are of more than minor concern. If repeti- ;

tive, a Severity Level IV violation could result in escalated |

enforcement action. Severity Level V violations are of minor j
safety concern. I

i

Factors that may warrant an adjustment to the severity levelc.

categorizativa include, but are not limited to, whether the
violations represent a programmatic problem, whether the
violations are repetitive, and whether the violations are
willful. These considerations, as well as severity level
categorization for violations of reporting requirements, are I

addressed in Sections 3.5.2, 3.5.3, 3.5.4, and 3.5.5, respec- !
tively.

d. Cases where more than one severity level adjustment factor is |

applicable (i.e. , a programmatic problem with willful aspects) '

will be considered on i case-by-case basis. In determining |
whether to escalate the severity level once or twice for the
factors, consideration will be given to whether each of the
factors independently would warrant escalation or if the two

I
lactors stem from the same underlying concern. The final |severity level categorization should represent the agency's
level of concern for the violation. Whether the severity
level is escalated once or twice, the cover letter transmit-
ting the enforcement action to the licenses should address the
staff's consideration of the factors and should convey the
agency's concern.

3.5.1 Use of Supplements in the Enforcement Policy

Supplements I through VIII of the Enforcement Policy provide
examples of violations in eight different activity areas and
serve as guidance for determining severity levels. However,
the examples are neither exhaustive nor controlling. If a
violation fits an example contained in a supplement, it should
normally be evaluated at that severity level. If, however,

NRC Enfortunent Manual 3 53 Rev. 08/13/93
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the region believes that a different severity level categori-
zation is warranted and the circumstances are not addressed by_
this Manual, the region should either explain the rationale in
the Enforcement Action Recommendation Worksheet when the case
is sent to headquarters, or consult with OE prior to issuing.the enforcement action in the region. If the staf f chooses to-

categorize a violation at a different severity level than the
examples in the supplements, the cover letter to the licensee.

ishould address the staff's rationale for categorizing thel
!severity level. If a violation does not fit an example in the |

supplements, it should be assigned a severity level commensu-
irate with its safety significance. Additional guidance on !severity level categorization for the different activity areas

is addressed in Chapter 8.

3.5.2 Aggregation of Violations

Aggregation of violations and severity level categorization
are addressed in Section IV.A of the Enforcement Policy. A lgroup of severity Level IV violations may be evaluated in the
aggregate and assigned a single, increased severity level,
thereby representing a Severity Level III problem if the
violations reflect the same underlying cause or prog,rammatic |
deficiencies, or the violations contributed to or were
unavoidable consequences of the underlying problem. Thus, the
mere existence of numerous violations is not justificatien for
aggregation. The purpose of aggregating violations is to
focus the licensee's attention on the fundamental underlying
cause or concern for which enforcement action appears warrant-
ed and to -reflect the fact that several violations with a
common cause or representing a common concern may be more
significant collectively than individually and may, therefere,
warrant a more substantial enforcement action.

Notwithstanding a common root cause or area of concern,a.

severity Level III violations shbuld not normally be
aggregated to a single Severity Level III problem. The
preferable approach would be to either cite each Severity
Level III violation with a separate civil penalty, if
appropriate, or cite one Severity Level III violation and
consider escalating the base civil penalty based on
multiple occurrences of the violation. In either case,
the cover letter to the licensee should emphasize the
message that all the violations have the same root cause
or represent the same underlying safety concern.

NRC Enfortament Manual 3 54 Re. 08/13/93
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b. A Severity Level III violation should not normally be
combined with severity Level IV violations and aggregated
into a Severity Level III problem. This approach dilute's Ithe significance of the Severity Level III violation.
The preferable approach woul.1 be to cite the Severity
Level III violation separately and either aggregate the
remaining Severity Level IV violations into a Severity
Level III problem,' if appropriate, oz(cite the remaining
Severity Level IV violations separately. In either case,-
the cover letter to the licensoa should still emphasize

,the message that all the violations have the same root |

cause or represent the same underlying safety concern. |

Severity Level IV and V violations should not be aggre-c.

gated into a Severity Level IV problem, nor should
Severity Level I, II and III violations be aggregated
into a Severity Level I or II problem.

d. Each of the supplements to the Enforcement Policy *
contains an example that is applicable to grouping
violations into a Severity Level III problem based on a
breakdown in control of licensed activities. Note that
the supplements refer to a breakdown in control of
" licensed activities". and not in management control. The

,

term " management breakdown" should only be applied in ;
cases where there is avioence that justifies a management '

problem, such as violations caused by lack of training, ,

procedures, audits, 'or supervision. For example, a large
number of violations caused by one individual may
represent a breakdown in control of licensed activitiss

.'justifying g Severity Level III problem, but not neces-
sarily represent a management breakdown.

Violations that are aggregated should be referred to asa.

a single Severity Level III problem in both the letter to ,'

the licensee and the citation. If a civil penalty is
proposed for the problem, it should be referred to as a
single civil penalty. The cover letter and the citation ;

should not sperify the number of violations being !aggregated.

f. Aggregation of violations for severity level should not
be confused with the use of multiple examples in NOVs or

|the use of the multiple occurrences civil penalty !
adjustment factor for the escalation of a base civil j
penalty.

1

I

l

i
1

I
l
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should be used for this purpose. Unless prior approvalis given by the Director, OE, or unless the licensee
waives receipt of the inspection report, the licensee is
to receive the inspection report prior to the enforcement
conference. '

Atter the enfo'rcement conference data and time has beenb.

set, the region should promptly notify OE, the appropri-?
ate program office, and OI (if applicable). The regi^on-should highlight any novel or complex cases for the
attantion of the Director, OE.

The region should issue an enforcement conference meetingc.

notice in accordance with regional procedures. The
meeting notice should refer to the issues as " apparent
violations" (versus " violations").

5.3.3 Attendance at Enforcement Conferences

This section provides specific guidance concerning attendance
at enforcement conferences, including: NRC personnel.(Section 5.3.3.1), licensee pe'rsonnel (Section S.3.3.2),
media and members of the public (Section 5.3.3.3), and State
government personnel (Section S.3.3.4).

5.3.3.1 NRC Personnel

RRC personnel should attend enforcement conferencesaccording to the following guidelines:

The Regional Administrator should determine region-.

al staff attendance at enforcement conferences.
The region should be sensitive to the potential
impact on a conference when the number of NRC
attendees is significantly greater than the number
of licensee attendees. Each NRC attendee should beserving a specific purpose.

,

NRC Enforcanent Manual 545 Rn. 08/13/93
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halatsel Acdoes Chapter 5

b. The region should discuss with tne cognizant OE
enforcement specialist or the Director, OE whether
the issues warrant OE attendance at the anatorcement
conference. This will improve communication and
minimize potential disagreements or. inconsistencies
in the enforcement actions. OE staff should attend
all significant enforcement conferences, el.ther in
person or by telephone conferenco.

If the Regional Administrator believes that OE
telephone participation would make a particular
c nference less effective, OE should be notified at

. least one week in advance so that travel arrange-'

ments can be made. If OE plans to cctand the
conference in person or by telephone, the region
must send OE the inspection report and any addi-
tional relevant information prior to the enforce-
ment conference. Inspection reports should noimal-
ly be sent to OE the same time the region sends it ;
to the licensee.

c. NRR/NMSS project managers should attend enforcenant ;

conferences as deemed appropriate by the program !
.

office, or as requested by the region.

d. Additional program office designess (NRR/NMSS ,

technical staff) may attend enforcement conferences :
as deemed appropriate by the program office, or as !

requested by the region.
|
1e. OGC should attend those conferences involving |

complex or novel issues or those involving a com- !
plex or significant OI investigation. |,

f. OI should be invited to attend those enforcement
conferences that involve a complex or significant i
OI investigation, or those that could potentially I

result in an OI referral for investi~ation.g

5.3.3.2 Licensee Personnel

Licensaa personnel should attend enforcement conferences
according to the following guidelines:

a. The region should request that licussee attendance
include senior level managers and individuals
prepared to address the circumstances of the appar-
ent violations and the corrective actions.

NRC Enforcement Manuni 5-86 Rev. 08/13/93
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b. When an individual's significant personal error '

contributed to the violation, consideration should
be given to that person's attendance at the lican-
see's enforcement conference. It may be beneficial
for NRC management to hear first-hand the indivi '
dual's explanation for the actions taken, to get a
more complete understanding of the violation cir-
cumstances.

.'
.

.

.

c. When snforcement action against individuals is ,

contemplated, the opportunity should normally be l

provided for a specific enforcement conference with
the individual,

b

5.3.3.3 Media and Members of the Public
.

As stated in the Enforcement Policy, enforcement confer-
ences are normally closed meetings between the NRC and
licensee (which includes co-owners of the facility),
except under limited circumstances when cartain State
employees may be invite:t or allowed to attend. This t

would exclude the media and public from enforcement
conferences, although a press conference in some cases
may be held afterwards, depending on the situation.

If a licenses or someone outside the licensee's organiza-
tion requests that a member of the "public" (personnel
other than an employee, contractor, consultant, or legal
representative) be allowed to attend an enforcementconference, they are to be infor. sed that enforcement
conferences are normally closed meetings. The intent of -

having a closed meeting is to have a candid discussion of
the causes of the violations, th surrounding circum-'-

stances, and the corrective action planned or taken. The
effectiveness of enforcement conferences could be reduced

,

!

if persons other than those from the licensee's organiza-
tion attend the conference, because licensees rsy be less
than forthright in their discussions of health and safety
issues.

.

|
,

|

|

NRC Enforemment MM 5 87 Rev. 08/1303 '
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5.3.3.4 State Government Personnel
1

Notwithstanding the policy to have closed enforcement |conferences, the Commission's " Policy on Cooperation with '

states at commercial Nuclear Power Plants and other |

Nuclear Production or Jtili:ation Facilities," dated '

February 15, 1989, per71ts State representatives to
attend enforcement conferences if information relevant to
an enforcement action is obtained by a State representa-E
tive during an inspection under a State /NRC inspection
agreement.

1

When other circumstances warrant, the Director, OE, may
authorize the Regional Administrator to permit State
personnel attendance at an enforcement conference.
Permission would be granted based on whether the State |
representative could provide helpful information or i

insight (e.g., the enforcement action involves a matter |
in which the State may also have a related regulatory
interest, as with natural occurring radioactive material)
or where the enforcement action involves a general
license under 10 CFR Part 150 and an Agreement State her
issued a specific license.

If attendance by State personnel has been deemed appro-
priate, the following guidelines should be met:

a. State attendance should be from the appropriate
State office (i.e., a person from the Sate office
of operational or radiation protection safety and
not from the State rata-setting office).

b. The State attenries should be informed that partici-
pation during "the enforcement conference is not
allowed unless the State attendee was a participant
in the inspection under discussion, and then the
State attendee may only make statements related to
the areas inspected.

n. If actual safeguards information is to be dis-
cussed, State personnel may be excluded unless they
have the necessary clearance.

d. The State attendee mest agree not to disclose the
predecisional enforcement conference details with
the media or the public.

NRC Enforcemerd Manual 5-48 Rn. 08/13/93
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The non-disclosure arrangement between the state and NRC
should be written down in a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) or, in its absence, a protocol agreement. This MOU
or protocol agreement should be signed by the Regional
Administrator, or tis designee, and the State attendee or
State liaison officer.

A sample protocol agreement follows:
|

'

,

(State) will conform to NRC practicas regarding informa- |
tion disclosure. (State) will abide by NRC protocol not j
to disclose publicly inspection findings prior to ,

of ficial release of NRc inspection results. To preclude l

the premature public release of sensitive information
(i.e., concerning matters under investigation and
security (safeguards) Information), NRC and (State) will
protect sensitive information to the extent permitted by
the Federal Freedom of Information Act, 10 CFR 2.790,
and other applicable authority. (State) will consult
with NRC before releasing sensitive information to 1
ensure that its release is not premature or would not |affect an ongoing investigation or other NRC action. '

NRC will inform (State) of the release of sensitive i

information as appropriate. Additionally, neither NRc j
nor (state) will release proprietary data until a !

release is approved by the person (s) having proprietary
rights therein or until release is approved by appropri-
ate NRc management. i

,

|

Although State personnel may be permitted to be present
.

I

at enforcement conferences under the above circumstances, )
only NRC personnel may attend enforcement panel meetings !

following the conference, unless the Director, OE, has
given prior approval for someone other than NRC employees
to be present at an enforcement panel meeting.

5.3.4 Conduct of Enforcement Conferences i

Enforcement conferences should be conducted according to the
following guidelines:

a. Enforcement conferences are normally conducted in the
regional offices. There may be special circumstances
where the agency determines that it would be beneficial
to the enforcement process to conduct the enforcement
conference at the licensee's facility or where it would
be more practical for the agency to conduct the enforce-

,

ment conf erence by telephone. In these cases, the region I

should consult with OE prior to scheduling the enforce- (
ment conference.

|

|
!

NRC Enforcement uni 5-89 Rev. 08/13/93 I
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b. The Regional Administrator should determine the appropri-
ate member of regional management to serve as the
presiding official at the enforcement conference. The
presiding of ficial should normally be an individt'31 above

_ a Division Director. i,

c. The presiding NRC official, Enforcement Coordinator, or
Enforcement Specialist should announce the meeting as an
enforcement conference, discuss the purposes of thi-
conference, and inform the licenses that the decision to
hold the conference does not mean that the agency has
determined that violations have occurred or that enforce-
ment action will be taken.

d. The region should briefly discuss the apparent violations
and explain the agency's basis for concern (e.g., actual
safety consequence, regulatory significance, or potential i
safety consequence). The level of detail to be discussed
is related to the complexity and significance of the -

issues. Most of the detailed information will have been
included in the inspection report. The discussion should
include the root causes of the apparent violations and
the corrective actions planned or taken. Corrective
actions considered by the NRC to be inadequate (or only
marginally acceptable) should be emphasized.

Although the region should address the apparent safety I
significance of the issues, it should not specifically
discuss severity level categorizations, civil penalty
amounts, or the natkre or content of any ordern If the
region chooses to use slides for any part of its presen- ,

tation, the slides should contain the following note: )
"The apparent violatior.s discussed in this enforcement '

conference are subject to further review and are subject i

to change prior to any resulting enforcement action." ;

e. The licensee should be encouraged to present its under-
,

standing of the facts and circumstances surrounding the '

apparent violations and whether it agrees with the NRC's !
understanding of the facts, the root cause(s), the uafety

'

significance, and the immediate and long-term corrective
actions taken or planned. The licenses should also be |
encouraged to present other information relevant'to the j
agency's enforcement decision, such as the licensee's ;
perspective on the severity of the issue, the factors
that the NRC considers when it determines the amount of
a civil penalty that may be assessed, and any other

,

factors that may warrant enforcement discretion, j

|
1

|
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! The licensee should understand that the enforcement
I- conference is a means of providing the NRC information
| necessary to determine the appropriate enforcementaction. The enforcement conference is not a meeting to

.negotiate sanctions with the staff, nor should it be used !
, as a forum for protracted debate. Once the pertinent
I facts have been established, the presiding official must.

|
'

recognize differences of opinion and keep the enforcement
!conference productive.
j,

\-

f. The region should provide closir.g remarks ar.d the |

.

presiding NRC official, Enforcement Coordinatcr, or iEnforcement Specialist should remind the licenses that
the apparent violations discussed are subject to further ]
review and are subject to change prior to any resulting ]

i

enforcement action and that the statements of views or i

expressions of opinion made by NRC employees at the
enforcement conference, or the lack thereof, are not

4

final conclusions. i*

5.3.5 Transcribed Enforcement Conferences
j

Under certain circumstances, an enforcement conference may be
transcribed. Examples of cases where this might be appropri-

{ate include those involving a licensed operator, a licensee -

individual who may have committed a willful violation, a case
involving material falso statements, or any other case
involving an OI report. If the licensee or any person at the
enforcement conference is subsequently provided a copy of the
transcript, whether by the staff's offer or the individual's

i

request, a copy must be placed in the NRC Public Document
Room.- -

OE should be consulted if the region believes that an enforce-
i

ment conference should be transcribed.

i
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7.2.4 Coordination and Review
-

All cases involving willful violations (itcluding those Iinvolving discretion, e.g., NCVs) require an EA number for !
tracking purposes, require OE concurrence, and should becoordinatec with CI

!7.3 Enforcernent Actions Involving Individuals ',; |
The subject of enforcement actions involving individuals isaddressed in Section VIII of the Enforcement Policy. Enfpreementactions involving individuals, including licensed operators,
significant personnel actions that will be closely controlled andare

;

judiciously applied. An enforcement action involving an individual ;

!will normally be taken only when 'che NRC is satisfied that the
!individual fully understood, or should have understood, his or her
:responsibility; knew, or thould have known, the required actions; Iand knowingly, or with careless disregard (i.e., with more thanmere negligence) failed to take re ,

or potential safety significance. quired actions which have actual !

In addition, the NRC may take enforcement action against a licenses
that may impact an individual, where the conduct of the individual ;

places in question the NRC's reasonable assurance that licensed '

activities will be properly conducted. The NRC may take enforce-
ment action for reasons that would warrant refusal to issue alicense on an original application. Accordingly, appropriateenforcement actions may be taken regarding matters that raise
issues c ? integrity, competence, fitness-for-duty, or other matters
that may not necessarily be a violation of specific Commission |

requirements. Enforcement actions against licensed onerators for ,

!failure to rest fitness-for-duty requirements 9tre addressed in iSection 7.4 of this Manual.
i

7.3.1 Procedures
,

|

Because potential enforcement actions involving individuals !are significant actions, The Director, OE, is to be notified
as soon as the staff identifies any violation that may lead to |enforcement action against an individual.

In those cases where the staff believes enforcement action
against an individual may be warranted, the NRC will normally 1

provide the individual with an opportunity to participate in
an enforcement conference. The region should provide the
individual a copy of the inspection report or OI synopsis
prior to the conference. The enforcement conference will be
closed, NRC attendance should be limited, a transcript should
be taken, and NRC counsel (regional or OGC) should be pressant.

NRC Enforcement Manual 7 161 Rev. 08/13/93
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In addition, an OE staff member should attend the more
significant conferences.

Subsequent to the enforcement conference, the region should
determine whether enforcement action should be issued solely
against the facility licensee or if enforce.nent action should
also be issued against the ind'vidual. (See the guidance in
Section 7.3.2.) -

Examples of appropriate sanctions against individuals and
facility licensees are discussed in Sections 7.3.3 and 7.3.4,
respectively. .

Any proposed enforcement action involving individuals must be
issued with the concurrence of the DEDO. Prior notice will be
given to the Commission on NOVs without civil penalties that
are issued to unlicensed individuals and enforcement actions |taken against other unlicensed entities, such as corporations
or partnerships. The commission will be consulted prior to
issuing a civil penalty or order to any unlicensed individual
or a civil penalty to a licensed reactor operator.

Individual employees that are the subject of enforcement
action should be sent copies of all relevant correspondence.

7.3.2 Action Against the Licensee or Action Againq die
Licensee and the Individual

when a potential enforcement issue involves an individual, the
decision must be made whether to cite solely against the
licensee or cite against the individual and the facility
licensee. Part (a) of this section provides guidance includ-
ing examples of situations where it would be appropriate to
cite solely against the facility licensee. Part (b) provides
examples of situations that could result in enforcement
actions that may involve an individual or enforcement actions
that could be taken directly against an individual (licensed
or unlicensed) in addition to enforcement actions taken
against the facility licensee. Part (c) includes factors that
should be considered in determining whether to issue enforce-
ment action against an unlicensed person in addition to the
facility licensee.

|
i
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a. Most transgressions of individuals involving severity
Level III, IV, or V violations will be handled by citing-
only the facility licensee. In addition, action against
an indivi' dual will not be taken if the individual'simproper action was caused by management failures.. The-
following examples of situations illustrate this concept:
* Inadvertent individual mistakes resulting from.-inadequate training or guidance provided by tha-

facility licensen.

Inadvertently missing an insignificant procedural*

requirement when the action is routine and fairly
uncomplicated, and where no unusual circumstance
exists indicating that the procedures should be
referred to and followed step-by-step.

* A case in which compliance with an express direc-
tion of management, such as the Shif t Supervisor or
Plant Manager, resulted in a violation (unless the
individual did not express his or her concern or
objection to the direction).

Individual error directly resulting from following*

the technical advice of an expert unless the advice
was clearly unreasonable and the licensed individu-
al should have recognized it as such.

Violations resulting from inadequate procedures*

unless the individual used a faulty procedure
knowing it was faulty and did not attempt to get
the procedure corrected.

b. More serious violations, including those involving the
integrity of an individual (e.g., lying to the NRC)
concerning matters within the scope of the individual's
responsibilities, will be considered for enforcement
action against the individual as well as-against the
facility licensee. Facility licansees are cited to
recognize the licensee's responsibility for conduct of
its employees.

NRC Enfortsmaat Manual 710 Rev. 08/L3/93
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Listed below are examples of situations which could
result in enforcement acticus involving individuals',
licensed or unlicensed. If the actions described in
these examples are taxen by a licensed operator or taken
deliberately by an unlicensed individual, e.1forcement
action may be taken directly against the individual.
However, violations involving willful conduct not
amounting to deliberate action by an unlicensed individub
al in these situations may result in enforcement action
against a licensaw that could impact an individ1al. The
situations include, but are not limited to, violations
that involve:

Willfully causing a licenses to be in violation of*

NRC requirements.

Willfully taking action that would have caused a*

licenses to be in violation of NRC requirements but
did not because it was detected and corrective
action was taken.

Recognizing a violation of procedural requirements*

and willfully not taking corrective action.

Willfully defeating alarms which have safety sig-*

nificance.

Unauthorized abandoning of reactor controls.*

Dereliction of duty. |*

!

Falsifying records required by NRC regulations or*
i

by the facility license. l

Willfully providing, or causing a licensee to*

provide, an NRC inspector or investigator with
inaccurate or incomplete information on a matter !
material to the NRC. l

Willfully withholding safety significant informa-*

tion rather than making such information known to
appropriate supervisory or technical personnel in
the licensee's organization.

Submitting falso information and as a result gain- !*

ing unescorted access to a nuclear power plant. |

As a contractor or other person who provides test-*

ing or other services, willfully providing false ,

Idata to a licensee, when the data affects the
licensee's compliance with 10 CTR Part 50, Appen-

i

dix B, or other regulatory requirement. J

NRC Enforcement Manual 7 164 Rer.08/13/93 i
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,

Willfully providing false certification that compo- i
*

nants meet the requirements of their intended use,
such as an ASME Code. i

'

* As vendors of oquipment for transportation of
radioactive material, .tillfully supplying casks
that do not comply with their certificates of jcompliance.

'

Willfully perform.4.ng unauthorized bypassing of :

*,.

required reactor or other facility safety systems.
;

Willfully taking actions that'_ violate TS LCOs -{
*

(enforcement action for a willful violation will '

not be taken if the operator meets the requirements
of 10 CFR 50.54(x), i.e., if the operator acted
reasonably considering all the relevant circum-
stances surrounding the emergency).

In deciding whether to issue an enforcement action to anc.

unlicensed person in addition to the facility licensee, |

:

the following factors should be considered: .'

* The level of the individual within the organiza-
tion.

The individual's training, experience, and knowl-*

edge of the potential consequences of the wrongdo- i

'

ing.
t

The safety consequences of the misconduct.*

* The benefit to the wrongdoer (e.g., personal or icorporate gain). !

t

The degree of supervision of the individual (i.e., {
*

how closely the individual is monitored or audited,
and the likelihood of detection - such as a radiog- !

rapher working independently in the field as con-
, trasted with a team activity at a power plant)..

* The employer's response, including disciplinary
action taken.

The attitude of the wrongdoer (e.g., admission of
*

I

wrongdoing, acceptance of responsibility).
|-

The degree of management responsibility or culpa-*

bility.

Who identified the misconduct.*

NRC Enfortement Manual 7-165 Rev. 08/13/93
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7.3.3 Action Against the Individual |

The pcrticular sanction to be issued to an individual should
be. determined on a case-by-case basis. |

Examples of sanctions that may be appropriate against individ-
uals are: (a) Letters of Reprimand, (b) NOVs,

1,
~ (c} orders, or (d) civil penal. ties.

|
|

a. Letters of Reprimand are addressed in paragraph (4) of |

Section VI.D of the Enforcement Policy and in Section 5.9 I

of this manual. A Letter of Reprimand is a letter I
'addressed to an individual (licensed or unlicensed)
jsubject to Commission jurisdiction, identifying a

significant deficiency in the individual's performance of j

licensed activities.

A Letter of Reprimand may be issued to a licensed
operator for inattentiveness to duties when the inatten- i

tiveness does not meet the NRC's threshold for formal |
enforcement action against the individual operator's )
license. A Letter of Reprimand may also be issued to an '

unlicensed individual for unacceptable behavior when the
behavior does not meet the NRC's threshold for formal
enforcement action against the individual in accordance l

with the provisions of the " Deliberate Misconduct" rule. I

In both cases, the lettet should serve as a vehicle for l
'

notifying the individual that his or her actions are
unacceptable and that, if uncorrected or continued, could
lead to NRC enforcement action. A Letter of Reprimand j
may be issued in conjunction with an enforcement action '

against the licensee. Specific guidance for processing
Letters of Reprimand is addressad in Section 5.9.

b. NOVs may be issued to licensed or unlicensed individuals. j

. , c. Orders to NRC-licensed reactor operators may involve
suspension for a specified period, modification, or :.-

revocation of their individual licenses. Orders to
unlicensed individuals may include provisions that would:

Prohibit involvement in NRC licensed activities for*

a specified period of time (normally the period of
- suspension would not exceed five years) or until

certain conditions are satisfied (e.g., completing
specified training or meeting certain qualifica-
tions).

Require notification to the NRC before resuming*

work in licensed activities.

NRC Enforcement ManuaJ 7.lH Rev. 08/13/93
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Require the person to tell a prospective employer
or customer engaged in licensed activities that the
person has been subject to an NRC order.

d. An NRC-licensed operator may be asses: sed a civil penalty.
Such assessment requires Commisston approval. Except forindividuals subject to civil penalties under section 206
of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended, NRC3 will not normally impose a civil penalty against anindividual. However, Section 234'of the Atomic Energy
Act (AEA) gives the Commission authority to impose civilpenalties on "any person." " Person" is broadly defined
in Section 11s of the AEA to include individuals, a
variety of organizations, and any representatives or
agents. This gives the Commission authority to impose
civil penalties on employees of licensees or on separate
entities when a violation of a requirement directlyimposed on them is committed.

7.3.4 Action Against the Facility Licensee

The particular sanction to be issued to a facility licensee
should be determined on a case-by-case basis.

Examples of sanctions that may be appropriate against facilitylicensees are: (a) NCVs, (b) NOVs, (c) civil penalties, (d)orders, or (a) CALs.

In accordance with paragraph (2) of Section VII.B of thea.
Enforcement Policy, the NRC may exercise discretion and
refrain from issuing an Nov for a licensee-identified
severity Level IV or V willft.1 vinlation involving a lowlevel individual. See paragraph (d) of Section 6.3.1.2
for complete criteria for exercise of this discretion,

b. NRC-identified willful violations involving individuals
should always be cited.

[ The Enforcement Policy provides that civil penalties arec.

normally issued for willful violations.
,

d. When the NRC takes an enforcement action against a,

licensee because of an individual employee's action, and
;that enforcement action may affect the employment of the '

individual, the individual may have rights to a hearing.
-

Further, NRC emploaffecting a person'yees may be individually liable fors constitutional rights. Thorefore,
if the NRC concludes that an individual should be removedfrom licensed activities, an order is to be used rather
than an informal action, such as a CAL, to clearly

NRC Enfortement Manual 7 167 Rev. 08/13/93
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establish hearing opportunities except as indicated
below.

In the case of an unlicensed entity, whether a firm or an
individual, an order modifying the facility license may
be issued to require (1) the removal of the person from
all licensed activities for a specified period of time or
indefinitely, (2) prior notice to the NRC before utiliz-

~,

ing the person in licensed activities, or (3) r.otice of
the isauance of such an order to other persons involved
in licensed activities making reference inquiries. In
addition, orders to employers might require retraining,
additional oversight, or independent verification of
activities performed by the person, if the person is.to
be involved in licensed activities,

s. A CAL may be used instead of an ordar if the licensee is
told that an individual may not use licensed material
because the individual is not named on the license or
does not meet the Commission requirements. In addition,
a CAL may be used where the licensee has already on its
own, removed an individual and the NRC only saaks to be
informed of any decision to reinstate that individual and
the basis for that decision. Such a CAL should state
clearly that the agreement does not require NRC approval
for reinstatement.

7.3.5 Actions Concerning Individuals Licensed
by Other Authorities ~

Some e7forcement actions are taken against individuals who are
licensed by other authori*:les. The most common cases are
enforcement actions takan against physicians who are licensed
by individual State licensing boards. Others who may be
subject to NRC action and may be licensed by a State board
include nurses, medical technologists, professional engineers,
and attorneys. If an order is issued against an individual'

who is licensed (or registered) by a State, the issuing office,.

should send a copy of the order to the licensing authority for
the State. In addition, a copy of any action against a
physician should be sent to:

Federation of State Medical Boards
- of the United States, Inc.

2630 West Freeway
Fort Worth, Texas 76102

The Federation is a central repository that maintains the
Physician Disciplinary Data Bank.
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If the region intends to forward an order issued against an
individual to a State licensing authority and/or the Federa-tion, it should highlight this intent in the memorandum

!
1

transmitting the region's recommended proposed enforcementaction to OE. '

It is imperative that if after issuance of the action, NRC
changes its position on the matter, a copy of the NRC revised
position be forwarded to the same licensing a'athority and theFederation, as applicable.*

7.4 Enforcement Actions Involving Fitness-For-Duty (FFD) "

The Commission has established requirements for operating nuclearpower plants to implement fitness-for-duty programs and require-
ments for licensed operators to follow fitness-for-duty programs.Theratore, each fitness-for-duty issue must be evaluated todetermine whether enforcement action should be issued against the
facility licenses for failure to adequately implement a program or -

against the individual licensed operator for failure to follow theprogram.

7.4.1 Action Against Facility Licensee

10 CFR Part 26 requires operating nuclear power reactors to
implement a fitness-for-duty program. Among other things, the
program must provide reasonable assurance that nuclear powerplant personnel will perform f. heir tasks in a reliable andtrustworthy manner, free from the influence of any substance,legal or illegal, or mental or physical impairment from any

which adversely affecta their ability to safely andcause,

competently perform their duties.
'

In citing the facility licensee, it is important to note that
it is not the unfit person that establishes the violation but
rather the licensee's failures to implement the program,
including those of its contractors and vendors, that creates
the violation. For example, if the licenses has effectively. . implamented its fitness-for-duty program meeting NRC require-e ments and, based on behavior observation, identifies and
removes a person not fit for duty, there may not be a regula-tory violation.

Enforcement actions against facility licensees should be
prepared and processed in accordance with the standardguidance for escalated and non-escalated actions.

-

Supplement VII of the Enforcement Policy provides examples of
violations where the facility licensee failed to meet therequirements of 10 CFR Part 26.
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7.9 Enforcement Action Against Non-Licensees

The Enforcement Policy also applies to non-licensees, in".tucing
Licensee employees, contractors and subcontractors, and employees
of contractors and subcontractors, who knowingly provide compo-
nents, equipment, or other goods or services that relate t c, alicensee's activities subject to NRC regulation. The prohibitions
and sanctions for any of these persons who engage in deliberate

* misconduct or submission of incomplete or inaccurate information
are provided in the rule on deliberate misconduct, (e.g., 10 CFR30.10 and 50.5).

Ver%ra of products or services provided for use in nuclear
act > d cies are subject to certain requirements designed to ensure
that the products or services supplied that could affect safety areof high Through procurement contracts with reactorlicensees, quality.vendors may be required to have quality assuranceprograms that meet applicable requirements including 10 CFRPart 50, Appendix B, and 10 CFR Part 71, Subpart H. Vendorssupplying products or services to reactor, materials, and 10 CFR
Part 71 licensees are subject to the requirements of 10 CFR Part 21
for reporting defects in basic components. |

When inspections determine that violations of NRC requirements have Joccurred, or that vendors have failed to fulfill contractualcommitments (e.g., 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B) in a manner that
icould adversely affect the quality of a safety-significant product
ior service, enforcement action will be taken. NOVs and civil '

penalties will be used, as appropriate, for licensee failures to
ensure that their vendors have programs that aset applicablerequirements. Notices of Violation will be issued for vandors that '

,

violate 10 CFR Part 21. Civil penalties will be imposed against
individual directors or responsible officers of a vendor organiza-
tion who knowingly and consciously fail to provide the notice
required by 10 CFR 21.21(b) (1) . Notices of Nonconformance will be
used f or vendors that fail to meet commitments related to NRCactivities.

;.7.10 Violations of Reporting Requirements

A licensee may be cited for violating reporting requirements if the. licensee (1) did not file a required report, (2) filed an incom-
plete or incorrect report, or (3) filed a report late. A licenseecannot be cited for failing to report an issue if the licensee was
-not aware of the information that was reportable, even if the
licensee should have had such awareness. A licensee can be citedfor failure to report an issue if the licensee knew of the
information to be reported, but did not recognize that it was
required to make a report.
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,iThe severity level assigned to the licensee's failure to submit a
required, acceptable, and timely report on a violation that
occurred at the licensee's facility is normally the same as would
be assigned to the violation that should have been reported.
However, the severity level for submitting a late report may be i

reduced, depending on the individual circumstances.

7.11 Violations of Record-Keeping Requirements

When a licensee is required to perform a task and to keep a record#

of having performed it, but cannot produce that record, an NOV maybe issued for " failure to keep the record." The citation may be
considered supporting evidence that a licensee did not perform arequired task. However, without additional evidence that the task
was, indeed, not performed, the absence of the record is normally
insufficient to support an NOV for " failure to perform" the task.
Collaborating information, such as interviews or other evidence,
should be used to determine whether the licensee failed to perform
the task or merely failed to record that the task was performed.

7.12 Meetingr, With Licensees Regarding NRC Enforcement Action

In a few escalated enforcement cases, licensees have requested a
meeting be held after an enforcement action been issued but before
the enforcement process has been completed. From the time anenforcement action is issued through the hearing process, the NRC
is considered to be in the enforcement process. Throughout the
enforcement process, the licensee is given numerous opportunitiesto discuss in detail the inspection findings, including: duringthe inspection, at the inspection exit interview, after receipt ofthe inspection report, during the enforcement conference, in the
formal response to the Notice of Violation, in the reply to theorder Imposing civil Monetary Penalty, and in a hearing, ifrequested. Additional discussion beyond these opportunitiesnormally would not be useful, unless new information has been
discovered which has a significant effect on the outcome of the NRC
enforcement action.
.If, however, the licensee insists on holding a meeting with the
yR'C , the following guidelines apply and the licensee is to beinformed that: (1) an official transcript of the meeting will be
taken in order to provide a clear record of the discussion should
the staff desire to rely on it, since information may be provided
that has not been previously provided in a written submittal; and
(2) this transcript (absent exempt information) will be made a
public record and will be placed in the PDR.
If, after consultation with the Regional Administrator, theDirector, OE, concludes that such a meeting should be held, it is
to be conducted with the Director or Deputy Director, OE present.

,
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5.5,9 Press Releases for Civil Penalties
t

Press releases are generally issued for proposed civil penalty j
actions.

- :

Regional enforcement personnel'will inform the regional Public ;

Affairs Officer (RPAO) when these actions are about to be '

issued. The RPAO will provide a press release to the regional* ;
sta.I for concurrence. OE may also. review press releases in

isome particularly significant cases. After the enforcement ;'action has been signed, the RPAO will' verify that the licensee
has been notified of the action and has received a copy. The
press release is generally issued 24 hours after the-lic- see

!receives a copy of the enforcement action.' If the lic ee '

issues its own press release during
lthe RPAO may proceed to issue a press.the intervening per.2d,release..

All press releases should include information~regarding the
istatus of the facility's corrective actions (e.g., corrective -

jactions have been initiated and appear acceptable; or, plant
will remain shut down until completion of corrective actions), !the facility's recent operating history, as appropriate, and i
a brief basis for escalating or mitigating the base civil |penalty to present a balanced account to the public.

{
!

5.5.10 Licensee Response to Civil Penalty ;

;

Licensees are generally required to respond to civil penalty Iactions.within 30 days. If a' licensee does not respond'to a !civil penalty action within the allotted time and the region
has made several unsuccessful attempts to contact the licens-

.

es, the region should contact OE . and consideration will be
|given to whether the case should!be referred to the Attorney
;

General or whether an. order imposing the civil penalty should -)be issued or whether some other enforcement action is' war- Jranted.
!

i,- ,
'

;
e

'|
.

~

i
~

l

1
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The Regional Administrator.(or designee)e.
. normally signs '

and' issues delegated civil penalty actions for Severity.
Level III violations involving medical institutions,
physicians, nuclear phe.rmacies, academic institutions, ,

radiographers, irradiators, wall loggers, and gauge
users,. without prior review and' approval by the Director,

.

OE and the DEDO., ,

;

5.5.8 Licensee Notification, Malling, & Distribution3 '

of Civil Penalties

Licensee notification, mailing, and distribution should be-
made according to the following guidelines:
a. In most cases, the region will notify'the licensee by

telephone of an enforcement action involving a civil ;4

monetary penalty. However, in certain cases (determined '

on a case-by-case basis), headquarters personnel will
provide this notification. In all cases, the' licensee

,
*

will be notified of the proposed civil penalty before the
information is made public.

b. Licensees' are to be provided a hard copy of escalated
enforcement actions as expeditiously as- possible.
Electronic . transmission of escalated enforcement. actions
should be used to provide a hard copy to licensees havingfacsimile equipment. Alternatively, licensees in close f

geographic proximity to regional offices may: choose to ' '

have hard copy picked up . by courier from the regional
office. In addition, escalated enforcement packages are
to be mailed by either certified Mail '(Return Receipt '

Requested) or Express Mail- (Return Receipt Requested; .
If facsimile equipment is not available, escalated
enforcement packages are to -be mailed by Express' Mail
(Return Receipt Requested).

The office in which the package is signed is responsiblec.

for its distribution. Distribution lists are included in.. ,

c Appendix c.

!

.

-
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3.5.4 Willful Violations |
:

Willful violations are by definition of particular concern to
the Commission because its regulatory program is based on
licensues (and their contractors, employees, and agents)actinrj1with integrity and communicating with candor. There- I

,

fore, the severity level of a violation may be increased if
the circumstances surrounding the matter involve careless
disregard for requirements, deception, or other indications ofe

willfulness.

In determining the specific severity level of a violation
involving willfulness, consideration will be given to such
factors as the position and responsibilities of the person
involved in the violation, the significance of the underlyingviolation, the intent of the violator, and the economic or
other advantage gained, if any, as a result of the violation.
However, notwithstanding these considerations, the severitylevel of a willful Severity Level V violation will be in- '

creased to at least Severity Level IV. (See Section 7.2 foradditional information regarding willful violations.)
3.5.5 Violations of Reporting Requirements

The severity level of a violation involving the failure to
make a required report to the NRC will be based upon the
significance of and the circumstances surrounding the matter
that should have been reported. In other words, the reporting
violation should be categorized at the same severity level asissue that was not reported. The severity level of anthe

untimely report may be reduced depending on the circumstances
surrounding the matter. However, a Severity Level IIIreporting violation downgraded to a IV due to the circumstanc-
es must be coordinated with OE. (See Section 7.10 foradditional informatien regarding violations of reportingrequirements.)

3.5.6 Factors Not Affecting Severity Level.

Whether the licensee finds and reports a problem, or whether
the licenses takes prompt and extensive corrective actions, is
normally not considered in determining severity level, unless
these items are part of the violation itself. After theseverity level is determined, these factors are considered in

~

evaluating and proposing the appropriate enforcement action
commensurate with the severity level of the violation.
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In addition, the actions of a public utility commission or
other State or local regulatory agency in response to a !
proposed NRC enforcement action are not matters to be consid- '

ared in applying the Enforcement Policy. Specifically, the
posnible impact from the reaction of a public utility commis-
sior or other State or local regulatory agency should not be
cons.idered in determining potential severity level, civil

'

. penalty amount, (if a civil penalty ic proposed) or nature and3
context of an order. Examples of potential impacts that might
occur include not allowing recovery of the cost of a civil
penalty or cost of the replacement power for an outage
necessitated by the violations at issue.'However, if a State

,

regulatory agency has taken enforcement action against a '

licenses for a transportation issue, the NRC should consider i
that action before determining appropriate enforcement action. 1

(See Section 8.6.2 for additional guidance on NRC action in '1

conjunction with State action for a transportation violation. )
1

3.6 Documentation of Noncompliances in Inspection Reports ;,

J

Noncompliances are normally documented.in inspection r9 ports or, in
certain cases involving material licensees, official field notes or
by using NRC Form 591, " Safety Inspection." See.the guidance in i

Section 4.3 of this Manual for detailed guidance on the use of NRC ]
Form 591 to document noncompliances. _In addition, detailed J

guidance on preparation of inspection reports and use of official 11

field notes is contained in the NRC Inspection Manual, - Chapter j
0610, " Inspection Reports," and Chapter 87100, " Licensed Materials j
Program," respectively. 1

Inspection reports or official field notes must contaln a suffi-
ciently detailed discussion of the inspection findings.to substan-
tiate any safety and regulatory issues and support any enforcement
sanction the NRC may choose to issue. The degree of- detail
necessary to support an enforcement action is a function of the j
significance and complexity of the noncompliance. The inspection j
report should include information, as appropriate, that was i

; previously gathered using the Noncompliance Information Checklist
in Appendix C.

i

*

1

The discussion of noncompliances in inspection reports or official |
field notes should not inslude any conclusions about the intent of .)'

a violation,-such as whether.it was deliberate, willful, or due to !

careless disregard. The discussion in the inspection report should
' address the circumstances ~ surrounding the apparent violation |

without making a conclusion about the intent of the violator. For !

example, it would be appropriate to include the following sentence
in an inspection report, "The radiographer failed to activate his ;

alarming dosimeter." It would not be appropriate to say, "The -|
'

radiographer deliberately failed to activate his alarming dosime-
ter." Conclusions about the willfulness of an apparent violation

. NRC Enfermement Manant 3 59 Rev. 08/13/93.
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CHAPTER 7
:

MISCELLANEOUS GUIDANCE i
.

7.1 Scope of the Chapter, '

This chapter provides guidance to the staff on a wide range of !topics, including: willful violations,-. enforcement actionsinvolving individuals, enforcement actions. involving fitness-for-
duty requirements, OI reports, referrals to the . Department of -

'

Justice (DOJ), discrimination for engaging in protected activities,material false statements and completeness and accuracy of ;
,

information, enforcent *t actions against non-licensees, violations ~of reporting requiremsats, violations of record-keeping require-ments, . meetings with licensees >

on NRC enforcement action, andreopening closed enforcement actions.
i

7.2 Willful Violations

This section provides generic guidance on the issue of willful ,

violations. Specific guidance for the different types of willful !

violations is addressed in the following sections of this Manual.
Section 7.3 includes guidance for willful violations involving
individuals. section 7.4 includes guidance for willful failures by ;NRC-licensed reactor operators to comply with fitness-for-dutyrequirements. Section 7.5 includes guidance on processing' OI .j

R

reports that may or may not conclude willfulness. (It is importantto note that not all willful violations require OI reports to i

substantiate wrongdoing.) section ' 7.6 includes guidance for ;

willful violations that have been referred to DOJ. Section 7.7 iincludes guidance for wi'llful acts by licensees to discriminate
against employees for engaging in protected activities, a

section7.8 includes guidance for f ailures to provide complete and accurate
'

information that may or may not involve willfulness.- ,

1

#
A willful violation or an act of wrongdoing i's one in which an NRC

1

requirement ~ has been breached with some intent or purpose to commit ,

{the breach, ' rather than through mistake .or error. Wrongdoingconsists of both intentional violations of NRC requirements and
-

violations resulting from careless disregard of or recklessindifference to. regulatory requirements amounting to intent.. A~

reasonable-basis of wrongdoing exists when, from the circumstances
surrounding it, a violation of a regulatory requirement appears ;more likely to have been intentional or to have resulted from t

careless disregard or reckless indifference than from a simple
. error or oversight.

1
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Notwithstandicq the actual safety consequence of a willful
violation, the Commission has taken the position that all willful
violations are of regulatory concern because its regulatory
programs are based on licensees and their employees and ccntractors
acting with integrity and communicating with candor.

7.2.1 Referral to OI
" In accordance with MD 8.8 (formerly MC 0517), " Management of

Allegations," the NRC staff is required to notify OI when the
staf f is aware of an allegation that could potentially involve
wrongdoing. Although OI initiates investigations in mo= -
cases, not all willful violations require OI reports -

substantiate wrongdoing. The inspection staff may have wha
they believe is sufficient evidence to make a finding regard-
ing willfulness. In these cases, OI may, after evaluating the
information provided by the inspection staff, issue a memoran-
dum to the requesting office that finds the wrongdoing to be
either substantiated or not substantiated.

7.2.2 Enforcement Sanctions

Because all willful violations are of significant regulatory
concern, the NRC will not hesitate to use the full range of
its enforcement sanctions to demonstrate the unacceptability
of such actions. The NRC will issue an order in the event it
loses reasonable assurance that licensed activities can be
conducted safely. Under the Enforcement Policy, the severity
level of a willful violation will normally be increased (See isection 3.5.4 of this Manual for additional guidance) and a !
civil penalty is normally proposed for a willful violation at

|any severity level. In the event the agency cannot make a
conclusion on whether an issue involves willfulness, it may
issue a Demand for Information to the licensee, requesting
information on whether the NRC can have reasonable assurance l

that the licensee will conduct its activities in accordance |

with NRC requirements.
'

7.2.3 Discretion

Every case involving a willful violation should normally be !
considered for escalated action. However, in r.n effort to
encourage licensees to act responsibly in the identification

- and correction of such violations, the NRC may choose to
exercise discretion and refrain from issuing an enforcement
action if a licensee-identified and corrected severity :

Level IV or V violation was committed by a relatively low-
level individual. (See paragraph (d) of Section 6.3.1.2 of
this Manual for ccaplate criteria for exercising this discre-
tion.)

NRC Enforcement Manual 7 160 Rn. 08/13/93
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A request for the vendor or certificate holder to*

respond, including a description of the steps taken
or planned to correct the nonconformances, the
steps taken or planned to prevent recurrence andthe date wher the corrective actions were or,will.
be completed. '

Cover letters that transmit inspection reports and NONsc.

should be prepared by the appropriate branch using Form 9,
~

in Appendix B.

4.5.2 NON Coordination and Review -

Because an NON is considered a non-escalated enforcement ;action, it does not need to be coordinated with OE prior toissuance.

4.5.3 NON Signature Autb 7

NONs should be signed and issued according to the following
guidelines:

a. The Director, NRR may redelegate to Branch Chiefs and
above, the authority ' > issue non-escalated ' enforcement
actions involving van.. ors.

,

b. The Director, NMSS may redelegate to Branch Chiefs and
above, the authority to issue non-escalated enforcement
actions involving' transportation shipping packages.

,

!

4.4.4 Notification, Malling, & Distribution of NONs
|

Vendors or certificate holders are normally sent NONs at the
time an inspection report is issued. '

:

4.6 Confirmatory Action Letter (CAL)

'. Confirmatory Action Letters are addressed as item (3) in Section
*VI.D of the Enforcement Policy. CALs are letters issued tolicensees or vendors to emphasize and confirm a licensee's or
vendor's agreement to take certain actions in response to specific iissues. The NRC expects licensees and vendors to adhere to any '

obligations and commitments addressed in a CAL and will not
i

,

_ hesitate to issue appropriate orders to ensure that the obligations !and commitments are met. CALs are normally used for emergent jsituations where the staff believes that it is not necessary or
appropriate to develop a legally binding requirement, in light of
the agreed-upon commitment. CALs are flexible and valuable tools
available to the staff to resolve licensee issues in a timely and
effit.ient manner.

:
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For example, a CAL may be issued when a materials licensee is
outside of a perticular license condition, but the license
condition prescribes neither the action not the timeliness for
restoring compliance as would be prescribed by a reactor licensee's
technical specification action statement. A CAL would be useful in
this type of situation to confirm compensatory actions that, if
implemented, would ensure safety such that an immediate shutdown of
a f acility might not be necessary. The use of a CAL in this

* situation is generally reserved for materials licensees. A Notics
of Enforcement Discretion (NOED) would be the appropriate tool for-

i reactor licensees if the issue is addressed by a license condition.
(See Section 6.4 for additional guidance on the use of NOEDs.)

a. CALs may be issued :) confirm the following types of actions
(note that this is not an exhaustive list):,

In-house or independent comprehensive program audit of*

licensed acti . ties
Radiological safety training*

Proct 1 ural improvements*

Equipunt maintenance*

Equipment operation and safety verification*

Temporary suspension of licensed activities*

NRC approval prior to resumption of' licensed activities*

Root cause failure analyses*

Improved control and security of licensed material*

operation in compliance with NRC regulatory requirementse
* Transfer of licensed material

Future submittal of license amendment request*

Employee training to address recent event at licensee's*

facility ..

Commitment to honor an AIT or IIT quarantine request*

specific actions in response to an unsatisfactory*

operator requalification program

b. CALs should only be issued when there is a sound technical
and/or regulatory basis for the necessity of the desired

. , actions discussed in the CAL. Specifically, CALs must meet
the threshold defined in the Enforcement Policy (i.e., "toc
remove significant concerns about health and safety, safe-
guards, or the environment") . In other words, the issues
addressed in a CAL should be at a level of significance such
that if tne licensee did not agree to meet the commitments in
a CAL, the staff would not hesitate to issue an order.

- Orders, rather than CALs should be issued to address very
uignificant issues (see additional discussion below).

Even though a CAL by definition confirms an agreement by thec.
licensee to take some described action, it may, at times,
require some negotiation with the licensee prior to issuance,
just as may occur in negotiating a Confirmatory Order. The
licensee must, however, agree to take the action. An order

NRC Enfmement Manual 4-75 Rev 08/13/93
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should be issued instead of a CAL when it is apparent that the
licensee will not agree to take certain actions that the staff
believes are necessary to protect. the public health and
safety.

The decision of whether to issue a CAL <>r an order should bec.

based, case-by-case, on the nature of the action to be taken
by the licensee. In those instances where time is a critical

|
' factor, a CAL can be issued followed by the issuance of an. 3

order. Since CALs do not establish legally binding require-
ments, orders must be used wheneve'r there is a need to ensure
that an enforceable requirement is in place. For example, a-t CAL is not sufficient to legally reresumption of licensed activities. quire NRC approval prior to. orders should be issuedinstead of CALs where there is an integrity issue, where there

.!is some likelihood that a licensee may not comply with a
commitment, or where the staff is unsure that the CAL will |

iachieve the desired outcome. CALs are not to be used to .
remove an individual from, or restrict his or her ability to
perform, licensed activities. Such action requires an order,

.

not just to ensure enforceability, but because individual
|rights are affected and the opportunity for a hearing must be |given both to the licensee and the affected individual.

Orders should be considered through consultation between thee.
iregional office, the appropriate program office, and OE for

.|long-term suspensions (i.e., long-term shutdowns for perfor- lproblems where the NRC wants to be involved in themance
restart decision). Timeliness should not be the sole deter-mining factor of whether to issue an order versus a CAL. Ifspeed of action is a concern, then a CAL is a suitable
instrument to confirm immediate suspension and the' start of
activities associated with a longer term suspension . oflicensed activities. In these cases, an order (usually a
Confirmatory order) should subsequently be considered through
consultation between the regional office, the appropriate
program office, and OE.

. f From time to time, licensees elect to submit letters to the
NRC addressing actions that they intend to take in reaction to.-

safety issues. In these cases, the staff may, depending on.the significance of the issues involved, elect to issue a.

brief CAL accepting the licensee's letter and commitments.
The first three elements in Section 4.6.2 may, as appropriate,
merely reference the licensee's letter.

1
-
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4.6.1 Noncompliance With CALs
,

Other than the report 4ng provisions pursuant to Section 182 of
the Atomic Energy Act , CALs do not establish legally binding
requirements. However, failure to meet a commitment in a CAL
could be addressed through an NOD. In addition, an order or
a Demand For Information could be issued where the licensee's
performance, as demonstrated by the failure to meet CAL
commitments, does not provide reasonsble assurance that the'

NRC can rely on the licensee to meet the NRC's requirements
and protect the public health and safety. As previously
stated, in accordance with the provisions of the Enforcement
Policy, commitments in a CAL may be made NRC requirements
through the issuance of an order. '

Issuance of a CAL does not preclude the NRC from taking
enforcement action for violations of regulatory requirements
that may have prompted the issuance of the CAL. Such enforce-
ment action is intended to emphasize safe operation in
compliance with regulatory requirements, and to clarify that
the CAL process is not a routine substitute for compliance.
However, the NRC would not normally take additional enforce-
ment action for those violations that continue after a CAL has
been issued where compensatory actions have been accepted by '

the NRC.

4.6.2 CAL Preparation

CALs should be prepcred using the standard format in Appen-
dix B (Form 22). CALs should include the following elements:

'
A brief discussion of the specific issues with which the*

NRC has concern, including how and when they were :

identified.

.

i

,

.

Pursuant to Section 182 of the Act and the NRC's implementing regulations,
CALs may require a licensee to notify the NRC if its understanding of its
consnitments differs from what is stated in the CAL, if it cannot meet the
corrective actions schedule, and when corrective actions are completed. Failure
to provide such required notification may be treated like any other violation of
a requirement.

NRC Enforcement Manual 4 77 Rev. 68/U/93 ,
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7.6.3 NRC Enforcement Action

Noth.thstanding the policy on withholding NRC enforcement
acticn for those cases referred to DOJ, tne staff should take
certain actions to ensure timely processing of enforcement

3actions upon DOJ release or declination.

} Withis 6 weeks of receiving an 01 report, er .I weeks citer the '

aulti ' office meeting (see section 7.5.4.4 for guidance con- j
corning this multi-office meeting), the Director, OE, will Jnormally contact DOJ to advise them of the NRC's ' intended '

direction in terms of any potential enforcament action. This
will enable DOJ to advise OE if an NRC enforcement action will
interfere with planned DOJ action. ,

A copy of all correspondence prepared by the. region, OE, OGC, I
and the applicable program office involving a case referred to

.

DOJ should be sent to OI indicating the EA number. This will t

permit establishing a reference file for DOJ, should it
prosecute the case.

.

If DOJ does not object to the conduct of an enforcement
conference, then the region should conduct an enforcement
conference and submit a preliminary recommended enforcement ..jaction in accordance with the guidance in Section 7.5.4'.5.

If DOJ reques'ts that the NRC etay the conduct of an enforce-
i sent conference, withia at weeks of receiving an OI report, or i

within 6 weeks after the multi-office seating, the region
should prepare and submit its preliminery recommendation for

,

unforcement action to headquarters. The region shculd'also !

draft a Commission paper as part of the proposed enforcement
action submitted, if necessary. )

In either case, OE will subsequently coordinate the draft
|
t

enforcement action with the appropriate program office, obtain ;

the necessary legal review, and submit the draf t action to the i
'

. ,

e DEDO for preliminary approval.
i

If DOJ determines that a referred case lacks prosecutive i

scrit, it will notify the NRC (Director, CI) by a. letter of,

declination. OI should promptly call OE upon receipt of the ,

letter and should send copies of the letter to OE and the .!,

_

applicable region as soon as possible so that-the enforcement-

i process can proceed in a timely manner. <

Fnllowing DOJ release or declination, the region should
promptly hold an enforcement conference, if one has not;

already been held. After the enforcement conference, the e

region should make any necessary adjustments to the draf t i

enforcement

action based on the information provided duringh } ||
.

4

lc
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the enforcement conference. The region should submit its
revised recommendation to OE within a week of the enforcement
conference and OE will then process the case on an expeditedbasis.

7.7 Discrhninatio.1 for Engagins in Protected Activities

The NRC places a high value on nuclear industry employees being '

free to raise potantial safety concerns, regardless of the merits)
of the concern, to both licsinsee management and ' the NRC.
Therefore, one of the goals of the NRC's Enforcement Policy is to
ensure, through appropriate enforcement action against a licensee,
that employment actions taken against licensee or contractor
employees for raising safety concerns do not have a chilling effec
on the individual or others on the reporting of safety concerns.g
For purposes of this guidance, discrimination should be broadly
defined and should include intimidation or harassment that couldlead a person to reasonably expect that, if he or she makes
allegations about what he or she believes are unsafe conditions,
the compensation, terms, conditions, and privileges of employmentcould be affected.

Section 211 (formerly 210) of the ERA provides that no employer may
discharge or otherwise discriminate against any employee with
respect to compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges of
employment because the employee engaged in certain protected
activities. These protected activities include notifying an
employer of an alleged violation of the AEA or ERA, refusing to
engage in any practice made unlawful by those acts, testifying
before congress or in a Federal or State proceeding regarding any
provision of these acts, or commencing, testifying, assisting, orparticipating in a proceeding under these acts. NRC regulationsthat are related to the protection of whistleblowers include: 10CFR 19.20, 30.7, 40.7, 50.7, 60.9, 61.9, and 72.10. In addition,
30 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion I provides that persons and
organizations performing quality assurance functions shall have
sufficient authority and freedom te identify problems and provide
solutions.

#
Allegations of discrimination that fall under Section 211 of the
ERA can be made directly to the NRC or the Department ,of Labor(DOL) or both. In accordance with the NRC guidance in MD 8.8
(formerly MC 0517), " Management of Allegations," all allegations ofdiscrimination are entered in the NRC's Allegation Management

_ System (AMS) and are reviewed by the Allegation Review Board (ARB) .

Although licensees will be held responsible in enforcement actions for the
discriminatory actions of their contractors, they are not required to specifi-
cally report allegations of harassment, intimidation, or discrimination.

NRC Enfortement Manual 7 187 Rev. 08/13/93
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". This section provides guidance regarding cases involving discrimi- knation against employees for engaging in protected activities, and
,;discusses the actions taken by the DOL.and the NRC in these cases.

| 7.7.1 Memorsadum of Understanding (MOU) Between NRC
U and DOL
e

3 The MOU between the NRC and DOL is included in Appendix F.
|

!

i The MOU describes the responsibilities of the NRC and DOL in
i. protecting the rights of employees as specified in Section 211

"

! of the Energy Reorganization Act (ERA) of 1974, as amended,*

i Section 3 of the MOU provides that the two agencies will
,i "... cooperate with each other to the fullest extent possible '

i in every case of alleged discrimination involving employees of
i Commission licensees, applicants, or contractors or subcon-
| tractors of Commission licensees or applicants."
l
! The NRC and DOL have developed these working arrangements to

i; ensure prompt notification, investigation,
j complaints involving alleged discrimination. and followup of j'

against employeesj who have contacted or attempted to contact the NRC. ,

I

I Under the Mou between NRC and DOL, if DOL receives a complaint
concerning a possible violation of ' section 211, . it , will
promptly notify .the NRC through the established regional

.
,

;~ liaison, normally the enforcement coordinator, and inform the :
!! NRC whether DOL. intends to investigate the matter.

i
~

DOL also (l will notify the NRC of the results of the Area Director's jNotice of Determination (the results of the DOL investigator's
.}_ conciliation effort and investigation), of the recommended
!Decision and order of the Administrative Law Judge (if the .!

.

} Notice of Determination is appealed by either' party), and of'

the Final Order of the Secretary of Labor. ' The NRC will
;
'

f acilitate DOL's investigations by taking all reasonable steps
to assist DOL in obtaining access to licensed facilities and
any necessary security clearances.

;. - 7.7.2 Processing Discrimination Complaints Filed
qWith NRC -

, :tIf an employee does not file an allegation of discrimination '

With DOL, but instead raises the concern directly to an NRC
employee, then that NRC employee should.be sensitive to the

' NRC responsibilities in this area and should.make sure that
!the allager understands that the NRC is concerned.about these j

complaints. The NRC employee who receives the complaint-is to-
follow the guidance in MD 8.8 (formerly MC 0517), Appendix,

-

Part I, which includes informing the complainant that: (1) to !protect his or her personal employee rights under.-the . ERA |(e.g. , backpay, reinstatement, or job position), the complain- |

NRC Enforcasment Manumi 7188 Ra'.08/13/93
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ant must file a complaint with DOL within 180 days of the
occurrence of the discrimination, and (2) the NRC considers:the

discrimination complaint. and any safety concerns thecomplainant raised.
The alleger should also be informed that,

tion prior to its resolution by DOL, the NRC will likely avaitalthough. the NRC may investigate the allegation of discrinina-
the results of the DOL investigation, which ~ the NRC will

;

.

monitor.
3 1

-

In these cases, the region should evaluate'the allegation inaccordance with the guidance in MD 8.8.

7.7.3 Processing Discrimination Complaints Filed
With DOL

;

If DOL receives a complaint concerning a possible violation of
the following steps:section 211, the complaint is normally processed according to{

>

DOL will promptly notify the NRC through the established
a.

regional liaison, normally the enforcement coordinator,
and inform the NRC whether DOL intends to investigate the !

matter. i

b.
The region will normelly await completion of DOL investi- tgations and other proceedings before initiatinginvestigation of, an f

complaint of discrimination.or formal enforcement action for, a
involves significant public. health and safety implica-However,:if an allegation

,

tions that require prompt action, the NRC should investi-
gate the safety aspects of the allegation,' resolve them, :

and t;ake appropriate enforcement action without awaiting
'

the outcome of any DOL action. fThe action to be takenshould be determined on a case-by-case basis andrshould j
include consideration of referral to OI for investiga-
tion, enforcement action for specific acts of discrimina-
tion, action to identify patterns of discrimination and
levels of management involvement, bringing the' issues to f

J.
-

the attention of the licensee, and enforcement conferenc-'
,

es and management meetings to discuss possible licensee
actions with regard to the pot.ential. chilling effects of 1discrimination. '

,

;c.
The . DOL Area Office will notify the NRC of the Area
Director's Notice of Deterisination that:

, .

(1) discrimina- -;tion was founda decision was,re(2) the complaint was conciliated before:
ndered, (3) the complai.nt was dismissedi

on procedural grounds, (4) the. case was withdrawn,..or (5
no discrimination was found on the merits of the case.).

3

i
'

4

i

1,
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d. Subsequent to DOL notification of the Area office |determination, for each of the cases noted above, the
region should review the relevant DOL .information, I

,

including the DOL investigator's narrative report. The Iregion should request the DOL information using the !sample letter in Appendix B (Form 27) as a, guide. Notes.
the information provided to the NRC by DOL should not Le

tdisclosed without the approval of DOL.,

+
e. For those cases where the Area Office Director found

discrimination or where the case was conciliated before ,

a decision was rendered, the region will issue a " chill-
ing offact" letter to the licensee requesting that it

;describe: (1) its basis for the employment action
against the individual and (2) the actions taken or
planned to ensure that the alleged discriminatory act,
whether actual or perceived, does not have a chilling i

effect on other employees who would raise safety con-
A sample " chilling effect" letter for requestingcerns.

this information' from the licensee is included in-
,

j
Appendix B, Form 26. OE should receive a 1py of this
letter. .;

,

The same information may be requested from licensees for :
,

those cases in which the DCL Area Director does not find '

discrimination or for those cases that-were dismissed on' +

procedural grounds,Jf, in the opinion of'the region, the
circumstances of the particular discrimination complaint ,

<

warrant the request. Normally, complaints withdrawn by ithe complainant before an Area office decision will not
4require the issuance of a chilling effect letter.,

f. After receiving the licensee's response to the " chilling !

etfact" letter, the region should evaluate all~of the !

available information and determine whether sufficient il
~

evidence exists to support enforcement action. The
region should make an independent decision on . the '

appropriatene.ss of' enforcement action at this stage,
4

-' notwithstanding the pendency of- any | continuing dol- .

investigation.

g. If the region believes sufficient evidence exists to
support enforcement action.and the Area office decision

-
'

was not appealed, the region should consult with OE and
OGC and initiate enforcement. action-(see the guidance in'

Section 7.7.4 on preparing the enforcement action).- If
the Area Office decision was appealed, the region should
await'the decision of the Administrative Law Judge (ALJ)
(See paragraph (j) below) .

NRC Enfonument Manual 71M Rev. M/13/93
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h.
If sufficient evidence does not yet exist, and, absent anappeal

(i.e. , no other DOL investigation.-is - expected) ,
,

the region should consider asking OI.to investigate the
l

complaint if the available evidence. indicates thatdiscrimination . may havo occurred but that evidence isinsufficient to support issuing a violation.,

iThe deci-sion on whether to request an OI' investigation should.be- i

made on a case-by-case basis. Factors to ' consider' include whether the alleged discrimination
,,

egregious, whether the licensee has a history of discrim-may be~ ,

ination complaints, the likelihood of a violation 3

existing, and the potential for.the employment action
!

;

having a chilling effect on future complaints.
;

If oI investigates and determines that discrimination in !

violation of NRC requirements occurred, the region should j
initiate the enforcement process. If OI does not i

!

substantiate the alleged discrimination the case shouldeither be closed or put on hold in acc,ordance with theguidance in paragraphs (i) and (j) of this section. If
oI returns a case to the staff because it-lacks the re-sources to perform the investigation, the staff should |

process the case' in accordance with the guidance 'in
!
:

section 7.5. If, after reassessment, the staff deter-
!mines that the case should be assigned a higher priority

and investigated, the matter may be referred again to OI
for investigation in accordance with the procedures in MD i

8.8.
i

1.
If the case is not appealed and an OI ' investigation is 'Inot warranted because of inadequate evidence to support
the complaint of dit;crimination and it does not appear
likely that the complaint is' valid based c'n the relevant |

information concerninshould close the case.g the complaint, then the region .|

The region should notify OE using i

Form 29 in Appendix B, :with a copy to OI. The region !

should also inform the licensee of the determinationthat, under the circumstances of the case, the NPC is'not
'

taking enforcement' action. The sample letter included in
. .

:

i

Appendix B (Form 28) should be used as a guide. i

j
j.

If the case has been appealed, it'should be put on holdpending notification from ~ DOL regarding the appeal

.

process.
Although an appeal must be filed within 5. days 1

of the Area office decision, DOL does not' notify the NRC
1,

*
-

when a case is appealed' Therefore, the region _should.

contact DOL for this information.
;

t

>
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k. For cases that were appealed, DOL will notify the NRC of
the recommended Decision and order of . the. AM that:(1) discrimination was found by the AM, (2):no discri-
mination was found by the AM, (3) the complaint was

.

conciliated before the ALJ rendered a' decision, (4) the
complaint was dismissed on procedural grounds, or (5) the */i

)

case was withdrawn.
|

3 1. If ':he AM finds discrimination, the region should
initiate the enforcement process. If the AM finds-no !

discrimination, enforcasent action will not normally be I
taken. If the complaint was conciliated, dismissed on
procedural grounds, or withdrawn, the region should
svaluate the available evidence to determine whethersufficient evidence exists to support enforcement action. .{

m. In those cases where enforcement action is issued based
on the AM decision, the licensee will not be required to ;

respond (including payment of any proposed civil penalty)
until 30 days.after receipt of the secretary of Labor's . :

|final decision. Notwithstanding this delay, the licensee
is required to respond regarding'the potential " chilling-

!

,

effect" within 30 days of receipt of . the proposed '

enforcement action.

7.7.4 NRC Enforcement Action !
:

If enforcement action appears warranted for an act of discria-
|ination, the region should prepare the appropriate enforcement

action cited.against.the applicable regulation (e.g., 10 CFR
,

'

19. 2 0, 3 0. 7, ~ 40.7, 50. 7, 60. 9, 61. 9, and 72.10) . . Alternative- ,

'

ly, 10 CFR Part 50, Apper. dix B,. Criterion I may' be cited
because it' requires that persons and organizations performing
quality assurance. functions shall have sufficient authority
and freedom to identify problems and provide solutions. . -

supplement VII of the Enforcement Policy includes examples of
.Severity Level I, II, and III violations based on discrimina- 1. .

tory acts by senior corporate management, plant managemente i

above first-line supervision, ,and first-line supervision, '

respectively.. Notwithstanding an individual's specific lob !title, severity level categorization should consider;several ;,

factors, including the position.of the' individual relative-in
the licensee's organization, the individual's responsibilities
relative to licensed. activities, and the potential chilling

3

-

effect that the action'could have.on the licensee's organiza-
J

.

tion based on the . individual's position. .For example, a .vice-''
3president in a licensee's health physics department may also :

.be considered a particular employee's first-line supervisor. I
In this case, it would not.be appropriate to categorize the !violation at severity Level III, because the example , in

NRC Enfamennt Mamuni 7 192 Rev.' 08/13/93 !
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supplement VII is. intended to address the actions of individu-
als in low level positions.. In this case, the severity level

1

may be'more appropriately categorized at Severity Level I or .

II depending on the circumstances of the case. Although the !examples in supplement VII are provi(ed in an effort to makecategorizing the . severity level easier, '

level categorization for discrimination actions should reflectthe final severity
the' regulatory significance the cases represent. >

*
7.8 Material False Statements and Completeness and

Accuracy of Information
-

.

.,

Inaccurate and incomplete information is addressed in Section IX of-the Enforcement Policy.
provides examples of violations involving inaccurate or incompleteSupplement VII of the Enforcement Policy;

information or the failure to provide significant information.
'

Appendix H of this Manual contains the statements of consideration
for the Final Rule on Completeness and Accuracy of Information (52FR 49362, December 31, 1987).

submittal of incomplete and/or inaccurate information, whether or
i

'

not considered a material false statement, can result in the fullrange of enforcement sanctions.
The decision.to view a communica- i

tion failure as a material false statement will be made on a case-
,

by-case basis and will be reserved for egregious violations. -

enforcement actions based on material falso statements requireAll

commission consultation. i

The commission recognizes that oral information may- in somesituations be inherently less reliable than written submittals
because of - the absence of an opport. unity for reflection and

'

management review.
However, the commission must be able to rely on

oral communications from licensee officials concerning significantinformation.
action for an oral statement,Therefore, in determining whether to'take enforcementconsideration may be given to such
f actors-as (1) the degree of knowledge that the communicator shouldhave had', regarding the matter, in view of his.or her position,
training, and experience, (2) the opportunity and. time available
prior to the communication to ensure the a :uracy or-completeness

<

of the information, (3) the degree of' intent or. negligence, if any,involved, (4) the formality of the communication, (5)<the reason-
. ableness of NRC reliance on the'information, (6) the importance of
the information that was wrong or not provided, and (7) thereasonableness'of the explanation for not providing complete-and ,

accurate information. r

, .

Absent at least careless disregard, an incomplete or inaccurate
unsvorn oral statement normally will not be subject to enforcementaction unless it involves significant information provided by.alicensee official. However, enforcement action may be taken for an

NRC Enforemmat Manual 7 193 Rev. 13/93
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unintentionally incomplete or inaccurate oral statement provided to
the NRC by a licensee. official or others on behalf of a licensee,
if a ' record of the oral infornation such as a transcript of the
communication or meeting summary containing the error was provided
to the licensee, thereby giving an opportun.'.ty to correct the oral
intorniation, and was not subsequently corrected in a timely manner.

When a licensee has corrected inaccurate or incomplete information,
the decision to issue an NOV will consider the ease of detecting |

3
the error, the timeliness of the correction, whether the NRC or the '

licensee identified the communication problem, and whether the NRC
|relied on the information prior to the correction. Generally, if !the matter was promptly identified and corrected by the licensee
|prior to reliance by the NRC, or before the NRC raised a question iabout the information, no enforcement action will be taken for the '

inaccurate or incomplete information. .on the other hand,.if the
misinformation is identified after the NRC relies on it, or after

-

-

some question is raised regarding the accuracy of the information, !then some enforcement action normally will be taken. If the ;initial submittal was thought to be accurate when..made_but later '

turned out to be erroneous'~because of newly discovered information
or an advance in technology, a citation would not normally be'

appropriate (if, when the new information became available, .the jinitial submittal was corrected). '

!The failurs to correct inaccurate or incomplete information which j
the licensee knew of,'but did not regard as significant, normally +

will not constitute a separate violation. However, the circum- !stances surrounding the failure to correct may be . relevant to !
determining enforcement at: tion for the initial inaccurate or ;incomplete statement. For example, an unintentionally inaccurate

!or incompleto submission may be treated as a more severe matter'if
|the licensee later determines that the initial submittal was in ;

error and does not correct it or if there were clear opportunities !to identify the error. If information not corrected was recognized
by a licensee as significant, a separate citation may be made for

i

,

the failure to provide significant information. In any event, in' iserious cases where the licensee's actions in not correcting or
|providing information raise questions about its commitment to
!i safety or its fundamental trustworthiness, the commission may >

exercise its authoritrevoking the license.y to issue orders modifying, suspending, . or i< The commission recognizes that enforcement i

determinations must be made on a case-by-case basis, taking into ,
'

consideration the issues described in this section.
.

.

|-

|

;

!
;

!
.
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